PREFACE
'Little Johnny Lane', as we used to call him, grows faint
and dim. 'Little Johnny Lane', indeed! Far were we
from guessing then how that little man was going to
'make history', and how he was destined to be the guide,
philosopher and friend to so many of those brilliant men
and women who played their several parts in that strange
tragi-comedy which we call the Nineties.
Of all those figures that made such a stir in their
time, how many are fated to survive? Tame after death',
says George Borrow, 'is better than the top of fashion in
life.' How many, then, of the poets and artists of that
glowing era (I speak of the Bodley group), will be
found to have put on the raiment of immortality ?
That is a question which Time alone can answer; but
already two or three seem assured of an enduring niche
in the temple: Beardsley, for example, and Rothenstein,
and Francis Thompson, and MaxBeerbohm, the 'Incom-
parable Max' as he is called, and rightly called, for in
truth 'there is none like him, noneT Of the rest, who
knows to what 'aureate earth' they may have turned,
or yet shall turn, whence posterity, some far-off day,
may haply call them back to life? There are some
essays and poems of that hero of my youth, Richard
Le Gallienne, which, in some happier, less iron time, will
surely bloom again. . . .
Lane, it must be borne in mind, was not, at least in his
most - characteristic days, a publisher for the many,
Philistia was not his hunting-ground. He was essentially
a collectors' publisher, and specialised in choice and
limited editions. Nor did he set out to attract the 'best-
seller'. It is true that at least one did come his way;
but here, too, the quality of rareness was maintained; his
work was marked by the true Bodleian cachet^ for the
creator of Paragot and Marcus Ordeyne had this unique

